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After a two year sentence my
time is finally up, this is to be
my last journal.

I have completed the volume
that I agreed to do, I hope
you have enjoyed reading it.

By and large I have enjoyed
my time as editor, although
as my previous ramblings
confirm in recent months it
has been increasingly diffi-
cult to obtain the quantity of
material needed to produce a
journal five times a year.

I am glad to say that my con-
stant badgering seems to
have paid off.  This edition
was a joy to produce.

I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those
who have provided material
for me, often at the last
minute, when desperation
has set it in.  You know who
you are!

Also my thanks go to
Maurice and Judy who have
put up with my whinings and
do a sterling, often unsung,
job in printing and distributing
your copies.

Best of luck to the new editor,
see you all at the Dinner.

Jonathan

Cover
Picture
Phil Short diving in Russia.

Photo:
Gavin  Newman.

Next Journal

At time of going to press the
new editor is unknown so if
you have anything for the
next edition continue to send
it to me and I will forward it on
after the AGM.

Jonathan Williams
Panes Green
Priddy
Wells
BA5 3BG
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Club News

Box Stone Mines  

These have now been gated,
and access is via a 17mm
Allen key (the Club has two
of these, one for members,
one for guests).
Emergency keys are located
(but allegedly hidden) inside
the entrances in case visitors
lose their own key.

Brown's Folly Mine
This has been gated by the
Wildlife Trust, and access is
currently denied.

Derbyshire - Hillocks Mine
There are loose roof slabs in
the Entrance Chamber.  A
low stone wall has been built
to deter cavers from entering
the unsafe area.

Archaeology
Dr. Jodie Lewis of Worcester
University has arranged a 2-
day conference "The
Archaeology of Mendip and
its Environs", at the Bishop's
Palace, Wells, on 11-12th
November 2006.  Tickets £35
(£25 concessions).  Some
application forms are at
Upper Pitts, or e-mail
jodie.lewis@worc.ac.uk

Upper Pitts  
There will be a working day
on Saturday 16th September.
Tasks include insulating lofts,
re-laying concrete at the
back, plastering the hall, and
possibly repainting the
lounge.  All volunteers wel-
come.

GPS
The Club has received a
generous donation from Jim

Rands - a Garmin eTrex per-
sonal navigator (GPS to the
uninitiated).  This is held by
Phil Hendy, and may be bor-
rowed by members.  Provide
your own AA batteries - 2 are
required, Duracell preferred.

Cricket Match
The annual test for the Ashes
(of a Wessex sofa burnt by
the BEC in 1993 to mourn
the death of sofa rugby) was
played on the Eastwater
ground on 21st July.  We won
conclusively, although to be
fair the BEC could not field a
full team.  Early rain cleared
up, and a good time was had
by all, both during the game
and at the barbecue after-
wards.  (Wo)man of the
match was Carly (BEC),
while the bottle for the
Champagne Moment went to
Tav for his balletic technique.

Digging News received
from Aubrey Newport.

The Wednesday night dig-
gers are "resting" from dig-
ging in Bath Swallet and
have got permission to dig
White Spot in Cheddar
Gorge. A report of the Bath
dig will appear soon.

Aubrey would also like to
invite all members to his 60th
Birthday Barrel on the week-
end of 4-5th November.

CSCC-controlled caves

The locks and keys to these
caves were changed on 12th
July. These are:

ATTBOROUGH SWALLET
LOXTON CAVE
CHARD'S WELL
LOXTON QUARRY CAVE
COMPTON MARTIN
OCHRE MINE
NETTLE HOLE
CORAL CAVE
PRIDDY GREEN SINK
CUCKOO CLEEVES
SINGING RIVER MINE
FAIRY CAVE QUARRY -
CAR PARK
SNAKE PIT HOLE
CONNING TOWER CAVE
STAINSBY'S SHAFT
BALCH CAVE (3
ENTRANCES)
STOCK HILL MINE CAVE
HILLIER'S CAVE
STOCK'S HOUSE SHAFT
FIVE BUDDLES SINK
UBLEY WARREN 
SWALLET
FLOWER POT

Anyone who wants to hold
their own key should contact
Chris Binding (CSCC C&A
Officer)

Mike Wooding

At time of going to press sad
news has reached me of the
death of Mike Wooding whilst
diving in Mere Gill Skit.  Mike
was well known to many
Wessex members and will be
greatly missed by the whole
caving community. Our con-
dolences go out to his family.
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Russia 2005 - Bashkiria           

Phil Short

it's only when you take the time to have a good look at an Atlas that you realise just how big
the Russian Federation is, and only when you arrive and start to travel across it overland that
it truly sinks in.

This was my fifth cave diving expedition to the country but my first in the summer months and
the plan was to visit three different resurgence caves in the Bashkiria region and continue
their exploration.

Phase one of the trip was a white water river journey on the Nugush river in the Shulgan Tash
National Park to visit two resurgences and after driving for a day from pick up at Ekaterinburg
we arrived at a small settlement of wooden houses and set up camp for the night excited as
to what the morning would bring.

Next morning after camp breakfast we loaded all the equipment needed into a Gas 66 4x4
(The Russian military equivalent of a Mercedes G Wagon) and set off on a rough track follow-
ing the river firstly to the last settlement, a single wooden hut next to the river in meadows
where an old peasant lived alone producing honey. When we arrived he came out to greet us,
it was hard to determine his age due to his weather beaten features and lithe frame, and we
purchased some honey from him for our journey.

From here we continued driving along the river bank, crossing the river and on occasion driv-

Phil at the start of one of his dives Photo: Gavin Newman
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ing along the river for a further 3 kilometers to a pebble beach on one of the large meander-
ing bends in the river. This was as far as the 66 could go and its help had saved us two days
due to the shallow level of the river water at this time of the year. We unloaded all the gear
and pitched camp for the night with a good open fire of drift wood from the spring floods to
cook over.

In the morning we built the raft, a home made contraption consisting of two banana tubes and
ten lightweight aluminum tubes forming a very light catamaran style raft. The four 12 Litre
cylinders, 3 cfm compressor and generator made up the floor between the tubes and then
numerous dry bags of dive, camp and personal kit were stacked up on top leaving the four
corners free as seats for the four man team who would paddle and haul the raft. We also built
up the two zodiacs which carried additional gear and outboard motors, which would be use-
less for the next 3 days of travel but would become essential on the last day when we would
have to tow the raft many kilometers in deep water.

We then broke camp and set off down the river which consisted mostly of walking the boats
in a meandering zig zag through the sections of water deep enough to take their weight. It
was very rare that the water was deep enough to take the additional weight of passengers so
it was a very tired team that arrived at a grass meadow that was obviously a flood plane in
the spring melts to set up camp by our first resurgence.

The day had been spent travelling in large meandering loops between high limestone walls
and thick forest with many fish swimming in the warm waters around us and birds of prey rid-
ing thermals above, it really was a truly stunning place.

Once we had unloaded the boats and got a fire going with a Billy on the big kid in me could-
n't wait to head the short distance up the inlet gorge to check out our first dive site, Verhniy
Grebeshok, a small circular pool of clear turquoise water emptying into a small shallow stream
that disappeared in to read banks at the far end of our meadow to join the waters of the
Nugush.

Alex and the rest of the team had spent several days with a hand operated winch removing
dead trees and some of the larger boulders from this resurgence pool the previous summer
to reveal a slot too small to pass among boulders on the left and an even smaller slot between
sloping gravel floor and rock ceiling to the right of the pool, the plan was to try a dig a way
through this to the larger passage that could be seen beyond.

After everyone had set up there tents we set up the compressor and filled the cylinders and I
kitted up ready for my first dive. 

I entered the water and found that the visibility was very clear considering the amount of for-
est detritus that littered the walls and floor of the pool as I dropped down to the gravel floor
and followed it down slope under the arch of grey limestone that formed the entrance until the
ceiling and floor met and I was able to look between boulders into a larger space beyond. I
turned around and entered feet first kicking gravel and rocks aside as I pushed myself into the
slot, running my line in front of me as I went. Each time my cylinders caught on the ceiling or
floor I reached down to the obstruction and either pulled or pushed it out of the way until very
quickly I could fell larger passage around my legs. After moving a couple more of the larger
rocks I was able to turn around and look into the ongoing passage.

The passage was a bedding averaging four metres in width and between half and one metre
in height and from the entrance depth of 11 metres gradually ascended in front of me. I fol-
lowed the passage along the centre slowly ascending in around five metres of visibility.
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Occasionally the floor would rise in small steps and two small blind rifts were passed in the
ceiling until at only 3 metres of depth with the passage still ascending having laid 90 metres
of line my reel run out so I turned the dive and exited. 

Next day I kitted up to dive again and Gavin entered with me to take photos in the entrance
pool. I soon reached the end of my line and tied on a new reel and very quickly reached an
air surface, this was an air bell the width of the passage and 4 metres long which followed
straight into a continuation of the sump. The continuation entered a narrow slot which imme-
diately closed down amongst boulders with no way on  I could fit into so having laid an addi-
tional 20 metres of line I turned and exited.

In the morning we broke camp and loaded the zodiacs and rafts for the continuing river jour-
ney to the second cave we were planning to dive, this phase was to be about three times the
length of our first days rafting.

The method of travel was the same, long sections of walking and towing the vessels in ankle
to knee deep water and very rare and short sections of water deep enough to sit in and them
and paddle. Throughout the day we began to get more and more water in the floor of the two
zodiacs and realised that we had holed the floor, however we had no choice due to the ter-
rain but to carry on and quickly developed a system of bailing the floor with one of the Billy's
to keep the levels as low as possible to keep the weight down and try to prevent further dam-
age. We stopped on a pebble beach after about four hours of hauling and got a fire going for
a brew and a rest where everyone just flaked out in the sun for half an hour and then carried
on through increasingly stunning scenery to finally reach the second cave of our trip, Sauka
Tamak, and our camp after dark. After getting a big fire going to warm and dry everyone and
their gear and cook a well needed giant pot of Grishka we sat looking up at the Milky Way in
the crystal clear night sky and watching the bats dive and spiral around the edges of the camp
fire reflecting on the day.

The next morning we were able to assess the damage to the zodiacs and Uri had ripped open
a flap in the floor large enough to put his head through and Alex had over twenty holes from
1 to 10 centimetres in size, explaining why our constant bailing the previous day had been so
spectacularly unsuccessful. Fortunately it was a glorious sunny day and Alex and Uri got to
work with a large sheet of patching material and the glue whilst Gavin and I filled cylinders
and started to ferry gear up to the resurgence of Sauka Tamak.

The clear water of the resurgence flowed noisily over boulders via couple of cascades to join
the main river and following the flow through the woods to the base of the limestone cliff it was
found to be issuing from a small slot under a large boulder. However behind this a small clear
pool of static water was the entrance into the sump. Descending feet first into a narrow chim-
ney with back and chest touching the walls I dropped into much larger passage and joined the
water flow, I waited whilst Gavin joined me and then with both of us diving side mount
Aluminum 12 Litre cylinders we set of following Sergey's line from last summer to the boulder
choke 50 metres in.

At the choke I tied on my line reel and passed between the ceiling and the top of the boulder
pile to rejoin the main passage where Gavin and I were able to swim side by side in the 5
metre wide 1 to 2 metre high passage with ease. I continued to lay line whilst Gavin acted as
light man for me until having descended a gravel slope and passing an elbow at 11 metres of
depth the line reel ran out so I tied on my second and continued in now ascending passage
to a rising silt bank that ended where the only obvious way on was a half metre wide ascend-
ing chimney. I entered this and visibility was reduced to zero as silt fell from the ceiling, mov-
ing forward I just caught site of a flake of rock to tie of to having laid another 30 metres of line
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and then reversed out of the chimney to rejoin Gavin in the larger passage where we turned
the dive.

Our schedule required us to leave the next day for phase two of the expedition but Alex said
we could delay leaving till lunch time so we filled cylinders that night and readied everything
for an early dive in the morning.

After a quick brew I kitted up and entered the water and followed my line very slowly and care-
fully checking both walls until I arrived at the chimney here I noticed that what had looked like
the left wall of the passage in the poor visibility of the previous dive was a large step above
which the main passage continued. I entered this having tied off a fresh line reel and followed
low silty passage to a point where the depth was 6m and the line reel had run out having laid
120 metres of line. On the exit swim I removed the line in to the chimney now the way on had
been established. 

As soon as I exited I took the cylinders down to camp and started the compressor and sat
reeling more line on to the reel to go straight back in for a second dive whilst the team broke
camp. Reaching the end of my line I tied on a new reel and continued along the passage
which after initially descending back to 9 metres it began to rise again and soon surfaced in
a large air bell, 10 metres long and 5 meters wide. Crossing this I entered the second sump
which was only 10 meters long and surfaced to the roar of water. I had surfaced as the last
meter of line had spooled off my reel having added another 60 metres and was waist deep in
the stream but knee deep in silt. The only place to tie off the line was under water just under
the rock ceiling of the sump. Standing here I could see more than 20 metres along 10 metre
high stream passage to a large cascade where the noise was coming from. I turned here and
swum out to de kit, pack and load my gear on the raft as it was time to move on to our next

Phil in Sauka Tamak Photo: Gavin Newman
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objective.

The last day of rafting was far easier as after only a couple of hours of shallow water hauling
and walking we floated out of the Nugash river into the lake it fed and from here had a stun-
ning journey finally using the outboards and towing the raft for three hours along a rapidly
growing lake will vertical limestone cliffs dropping into its depths. We finished at sunset beach-
ing in a forest along side the lake at the end of a dirt trail and made camp. Alex and Uri took
a zodiac across to the village to buy eggs ham and fresh bread and we had a great meal by
the large open fire after a much needed wash in the lake.

We spent a day here sorting gear and re packing for the second phase of the expedition whist
Alex, Uri and Sergey went off to collect the three 4 x 4's from our start point and the next morn-
ing drove to a huge dam construction site in the next valley. 

When Alex and his team had first begun diving Sakaska The dam was under construction but
it was now completed.
This had two implica-
tions, firstly getting to
the cave we had tried
to reach by snow
mobile two years previ-
ously on the frozen
Belaya River was now
much easier as the
dam authorities would
take us the 20 kilome-
ters up the lake to the
resurgence. And sec-
ondly the flooding of
the valley had put the
resurgence 9 metres
underwater increasing
the depth of the sump
to 49 metres so far.

After arriving at the
dam and loading all our
gear on to the dam
authorities jet boat we
took a two hour journey
up the lake to the stun-
ning view that is the
100 metre high vertical
limestone cliff that
plunges into the lake
and marks the point at
which all the feeder
caves on the plateau
above resurge into the
lake. The nearest feed-
er cave is Sungan, 7
kilometers as the crow
flys across the lime-

On the way to Sakaska Cave   Photo: Gavin Newman
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stone plateau above. 100 metres from the cliff wall the jet boat beached its bow on an over-
grown flood plane beach and we unloaded and made camp as the boat set of  back for the
dam leaving us here for the next 3 days.

The next morning Gavin and I assembled a pair of isolation manifold twin 18 Litre cylinders
and a pair of 15's and slowly filled them and prepped and set up all our gear and primary and
backup 10 Litre oxygen cylinders for decompression so by midday we were kitting up for a
recognisance dive to assess the condition of the line after the spring melt. We were taken
across to the cliff face by zodiac and dropped into the half metre visibility of the lake water at
a balmy 19 degrees centigrade.

Gavin tied off the line to the tip of a silver birch tree and we descended the now underwater
trunk and then followed the cliff wall down until at a depth of 9 metres we dropped out of the
peaty orange lake water in to the clear cold resurging cave water and the arch of the cave
passage roof came into view. We carried on descending to the sloping gravel and boulder
floor and at 37 metres found Alex and Uri's primary line from the previous summer. The cave
at this point is over 10 metres in width and up to 5 metres high so in the 6 metres of visibility
we could only see the left hand wall as we followed the left line. Alex had laid a line along both
walls to aid in surveying the cave, the left wall was a shorter and shallower route and as our
objective was to find the way on in the current terminal chamber where the lines joined again
and the dam had added 9 metres to the depth of the cave we chose this option.

After the lines re join 300 metres into the sump the passage ascends to 36 metres where it
passes through a window around 2 metres in diameter formed by a car size slab of rock lean-
ing up against the left wall. Gavin turned back at this point and I continued on to a point where
at 19 metres of depth the line is tied off to the wall and takes a 90 degree turn to the left. At
this point I turned the dive at one third of my gas used and returned to the exit side of the win-
dow where I tied on a line reel to check an alcove in the left wall which after 5 metres proved
to be blind. From here I returned to the entrance slop after a bottom time of 60 minutes at an
average depth of 45 metres to complete a further 60 minutes of ascent and decompression
and after 85 minutes in 6 degrees water the 35 minute oxygen stop at 6 metres in the 18
degree lake water was very pleasant.

On ascent Alex was waiting for me in the zodiac and after de kitting he took me back to camp.
Here I found Gavin, who had exited half an hour previously after completing his shorter
decompression, with nausea, vertigo and malaise. I immediately got Alex to bring over a 10
litre oxygen tank and got Gavin out of his dry suit and laid him down in the tent and began
oxygen administration. After 30 minutes we established that he could urinate and adminis-
tered oral fluids and returned him to breathing oxygen. After 4 hours of breathing oxygen and
drinking 4 Litres of water Gavin's symptoms had all resolved and he had an uninterrupted 12
hours of sleep feeling back to normal in the morning. The most likely reason for his symptoms
after talking through all events leading to the event was de hydration and the success of our
team response was due to no delay between development of symptoms and treatment. In
normal circumstances we would of arranged helicopter evacuation to the nearest Hyperbaric
facility as soon as Symptoms were noticed, however here we were nearly five days travel by
various means from the nearest reliable one required us to start will field treatment. 

The final dive of the trip I would make solo and I set up with 2 10 Litre tanks of oxygen to cover
a possible failure and the twin 18 Litre twin set of air. Gavin then took me over to the cliff wall
in the zodiac and I entered and descended leaving one oxygen cylinder at 6 metres clipped
to the line and left the other at the primary belay in the cave at 37 metres, both pressurised
and then fully turned off. I swam directly to the line belay beyond the elbow reached on the
previous dive via deep stops to control micro bubble formation at 36 and 19 metres, and tied
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on my line reel to head up the right hand wall following the scalloping in the limestone. This
lead over a bulge in the rock and into the continuation of the main passage with a rippled
course sand floor which I followed as it gradually ascended to a depth of 9 metres where hav-
ing laid 60 metres of line my reel ran out. At this point by resetting my VR3 to calculate deco
from here on my bottom mix of air I found I had 40 minutes at 6 metres so I turned at this point
and returned to 50 minutes of ascent and decompression with the last stop on oxygen via the
49 metre elbow.

Sadly at this point we had run out of time and had to pack up ready to be collected by the Jet
boat in the morning to return to the dam and then a two day drive to Yekaterinburg for our
flight home. It was a memorable experience in a beautiful wilderness, certainly some of the
most remote cave sites I've visited.

As always the trip would not have been possible without the hard work of Alex, Uri and
Sergey.

Further photographs and a write up on Phil's previous winter expeditions to Russia can be
found on Phil's website www.philshorttechnical.co.uk 

Recent Library Additions
Philip Hendy

Axbridge Caving Group.  Journal.  (Jun 06) (Templeton, Broadfield Down mines, Star Shaft
Cornish Beam Engine, Brockley, Goblin Combe, Axbridge Hill, Star, Hunstrete)
Bradford Pothole Club.  Bull.  7, 2 (Feb 06) 
Cave Diving Group.  N/L/ 160 (Jul 06)
Chelsea S.S. N/L 48, 5 (6/06)
Derbyshire Caving Association N/L 124 (Spr 06)
M.N.R.C.  N/L 109 (Summer 06)
NSS News.  64, 6 (Jun 06)
S.M.C.C. Journal 11, 9 (Spr 06) (Chalk Karst, Lamb Leer Georesistivity, Iceland 2005)
Soc. Spel. de Wallonie (Belgium).  Regards 64 (Jun-Aug 06)

(Incl. sep. survey Reseau du Bois de Waerimont ([in Survey drawer 6])
S.U.I. (Ireland) N/L 67 (Spr 06)

Mendip Underground (1999) Irwin D.J. & Jarrat A.R. (For reference: not to be taken from
Upper Pitts)
Kingdown Quarry (Swan Mine) Survey (2004) SMCC
A Comparative Study of Recorded Carbon Dioxide Levels within Tourist and Non-Tourist
caves in the Mendip Hills, Somerset.  Dissertation by Han Sargent, Univ. of Sussex.  2006
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The Pink and Fluffy Era
(or what we did on our Saturdays for nearly a year) Adrian Vanderplank

Little did I know as I sat down at the Wessex A.G.M. in 2003 what I was about to let myself in
for! That  convivial feeling of well being from a few pints of Exmoor shandy were taking effect
as I listened to the routine procedures.  

The conversation slowly changed to the desire for the Wessex to produce a "new" book about
Swildon's Hole. Dave Irwin had already written the historical section, someone was to be
approached about the geomorphic side. A cave description would be needed, and photo-
graphs to be taken and chosen. I stuck my hand up and volunteered, (a few evenings poring
over old and new pictures and quiet pints at the Hunters, yes I think I could handle that).

Well the meeting ended and we drifted off to get ready for the dinner that evening, later that
weekend a few people came up to me and quietly discussed "the book", and asked whether
I could help get Alison on board for the write up of the description part. Thinking back, now
this is the time when I should have left Mendip post haste, taken up professional Tiddlywinks
or at the least sold or burnt my caving gear!

So during the next week I met up with Ali, who by now I had discovered had been resisting
the request to help for the last 18 months! Her decision was as surprising as unexpected,
YES! As long as I came on all the description trips and her description was not a rehash of
Mendip Underground.

The first trip was really a lull into a false sense of security, with Pete, Ali and myself  "doing"
upper Swildon's, including the New Grottos (discovered in 1940!), the Oxbows and the sinu-
ous rifts up from Shower Bath Chamber. A month later with Geoff Ballard, Nik Nak and some
of the "Tuesday Nighters" we were through Sump I and in the Abandon Hope Series when Ali
decided that we should come down via "Four Letter Link". This is where the first "Alisonism"
appeared "snug", which for Mrs Moody means a Goatchurch drainpipe sized passage, but for
us mere mortals means condom hugging limestone! Worse was to come!

A fortnight later I was back in Swildon's Two with Ali and Geoff. On the far side of Vicarage
Pot they were both intent on trying the Hairy Passage Round Trip. Ali had already informed
me that it was going to be worse than "snug", possibly "tight", but when Geoff reversed back
out cursing and swearing the passage was deemed "seriously snug". Geoff and I almost had
the last laugh on this occasion, having got through the first squeezes Ali was then in a 1.9
metre high, bell shaped chamber, with the exit being in the roof. With both mobile footholds
being on the wrong side of the squeeze, a distant voice asked whether we could pass a rope
down from the other end? Well that also had a squeeze and right-angled bend, so the answer
was eventually no! Twenty minutes later Ali emerged having completed the round trip saying
it was only suitable for malnourished midgets!

Nik Nak was proving to be the "volunteered" climber of our group and certainly some of the
climbs, if not quite up to "character building", were beginning to get "technical". When high
passages were seen or needed to be looked at, we soon realized that Nik Nak had far more
climbing ability than the rest of us put together apart from helping as the initial mobile foothold
on the climb, we tended to become back seat climbers. "No no just put your foot over by your
hand that's a far better foothold". It's amazing how you can judge these things seven metres
below on terra firma. Once into a more horizontal passage Nik Nak would duly unroll a ladder
and Ali plus entourage would climb up to inspect and measure body lengths (the preferred
measurement). Getting back down was an almost reverse procedure; we would climb back
down the ladder. Then Nik Nak would abseil down a doubled rope precariously wrapped
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around some poor unsuspecting stal or rock. One did try his nerve and patience severely, hav-
ing abseiled down the rope it refused to pull through a secure eyehole rock belay; Nik Nak re-
ascended and positioned the rope nearer the head of the climb but this time over a small and
very short stalagmite. Each time Nik Nak would insist on reaching the floor that he wasn't a
real climber, but what he may have lacked in technical skills he made up for in his tree frog
ability when sticking to rock.  

Mud soon started to become described too. Almost a complete Wessex outing to North West
Stream Passage soon had the delights of the first duck in Heaven and Hell Passage, where
the mud was the consistency of liquid Galaxy chocolate; it was almost nice to lie in. Toblerone
Passage was not nearly so pleasant, where the mud was described as "artex consistency",
or perhaps even "gravel muesli". Wet Ears Squeeze was the start of the fauna collection; with
Lawrence the leech making a B line for exposed skin and making everyone wonder where he
came from and why he was there?

February saw the "Pink and Fluffy Team", as we now called ourselves, in Shatter Series
checking dead ends, grots and pokes. The final section of passage leading to Pirate Chamber
saw me at the back of the group, a final squeeze with staled in stones and I was into the
chamber with Simon, Ali, Geoff and Nik Nak waiting. Ali's comment was "I didn't think you'd
get through that". So it was decided that the squeeze was "quite snug".

A quick look was had at the "Ooh nasties" (boulders precariously balanced which look as if
they would fall on you if you were to just insult them). "Ooh nasties" are the minor of the two
rock terms, "hanging deaths" are mini car sized rocks with very little visible support holding
them up, an example can be seen in the roof of Butcombe and Pirate Chambers.

March saw the team taking an evening trip in two different directions. Jude Vdp and myself
armed with a roll of Rhino tape (a cheaper version of Duck tape), headed down to the Mud
Sump to repair the pipe taking water out of one of the dams. Meanwhile Ali, Geoff and NikNak
did a description trip to Lowbow. Having repaired the pipe Jude and I headed back to Priddy
passing Ali's house to ask Pete if they were out. The answer was "no". After a shower it was
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up to the Hunter's where we waited for them, at 10.45 we rang Pete to see if they were out
yet, you've guessed it, "no". They arrived at the Hunter's unshowered at 11, just in time to
squeeze a quick pint in. The mud on their faces showed the place wasn't abounding with
clean washed stal. The place soon became classified as "squalid" but a "connoisseur's trip",
but four hours in upper Swildon's?!

By the end of June Ali's persuasive powers had seen an interclub team re-open Renascence,
and on the Sunday of the week end the Pink and Fluffies, and Fiona had returned to New
Renascence to explore. The team were told to "think thin"! Me, being the biggest of the
thinnest stopped fairly early on, quite a bit further on Nik Nak and Fiona bowed out of the com-
petition. This left Geoff and Ali clear winners through the final tight squeeze. The four of them
agreed that if any accidents occurred along there, the casualty would be "seriously stuffed"
and the passage was only suitable for the "discerning collector".

Having been defeated (first time) by a technical squeeze in Priddy Green Sink, more due to
leg length and lack of technique, rather than narrowness, it seemed that Damp Link was going
to prove extremely problematical. Mendip Underground describes Grit Sump as extremely
awkward for long legged cavers, whereas the water in the Sump squeeze is the real problem
because the tightest spot is also the lowest. Wriggling through with water lapping round your
ears and eyes can be off putting, but the Long Round Trip must be one of Mendip's classic
trips. Rich Carey joined us for the trip and subsequently became a regular member of the
team. Soon we were sampling the delights of the sump VI bypass duck on description trips to
Swildon's Nine. Rich was totally unfazed by squeezes but ducks did start him quietly mum-
bling, when air-space allowed!

Watergate wasn't a section of passage destined to be described, as summer rain kept the Link
Pool high, but after a short dry spell in September the trip was on. The entrance squeeze was
passed and Ali was off up passages, looking for oral connections with Paradise Regained and
measuring passage in body-lengths. Rich and I were tasked with lowering the ducks in the
main passage; there was no problem with air-space by the time we'd finished. 

January saw the majority of the cave having been poked and prodded. Finally Nik Nak had
been persuaded to go to Desolation Row and Desperation Extensions, with Greg Brock and
Phil Short to act as guides, minders and definitely some sort of good luck talismans; they
made their way to the most remote and forbidding part of the cave.  Nik Nak found that only
by taking his wet-suit jacket off for the squeezes could be reach the bitter end. He echoed J
Rat's précised description for the rest of us  "it's f....ing horrible, you don't need to go there". 

One of the major problems of Mendip Underground's description of Swildon's is that as new
sections of the cave have been found, so the discoverer has written the description of the pas-
sage. This means you are left at the mercy of not only the size of the people for assessing
squeezes, but their own phobias. So if one has a fear of heights then a 10 metre climb might
become desperate, or to a hydrophobe a duck with 75-100mm of airspace becomes a real
"ceiling sucker". Hopefully the Pink and Fluffies have been able to give a consistent view of
squeezes, climbs, sumps and ducks, but if at first you don't succeed there's always surgery. 

Post Script: January 2005 saw the description trips winding down. Geoff, Nik Nak and I decid-
ed to try and find caves vast and measureless to man in Swildon's Five and Seven. Rich after
resting a shoulder injury (wasn't our fault!) has now gone to China to teach English, and get
as far away from Swildon's as possible!  Ali has the unenviable task of writing up her notes
and tackling the ogres of grammar and punctuation. As to the cave I hope we have still left
some mystery in her to make future generations want to explore and dig in yet to be discov-
ered passage and at the very least get a couple more metres closer to Wookey.
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I tried to find inspiration for the reliquary down the dig yesterday, and my thoughts were drawn
to the importance of  knowing good and helping friends, to the teamwork involved and the
importance of everyone and anyone achieving freely their aspirations, goals, and achieve-
ments. The importance of maintaining an environment of free expression, an environment of
trial and error, an environment of learning, that enables people to reach beyond their grasp
and therefore push personal, team and club boundaries in all that we are and do.

For me whether it is a dig or the club, I ask myself " Is my understanding equal to this task of
creating the right environment, or not? If  it is, I apply this understanding as a tool to get the
job done. If not, then I make way for someone more capable of doing the business, or else I
do the best I can with the help of others who have similar inspirations to achieve what is time-
ly and serviceable for the club and caving community.”For everything I do, whether by myself
or with others, must have as its sole aim the service and harmony of all". (framework for words
borrowed from Marcus Aurelius, AD 121-180, sorry Marcus you put into words how I feel I try
to do my bit).

The club year for 2006 draws to a close soon. Much good work has been done by you all and
I know more good work will follow. Thank you

Tuska

Wessex Sheds
David Cooke

In recent weeks the back corner of the car park has been cleared of logs, rubble and gener-
al rubbish in readiness for two sheds. The lamppost has also been taken down to make space
- a difficult task akin to extracting teeth. Whilst horizontal it has been painted and will be re-
erected some eighteen inches from its original position.

The first shed is an ex mobile phone cabin, 8 x 8 x 12 feet. It is to be a store for the Hidden
Earth Conference Equipment. Over recent years Hidden Earth has accumulated more equip-
ment than can be comfortably stored in various garages and lofts around the country. The
Hidden Earth Team would like to thank the Wessex for providing a home for this equipment.
The Wessex has a very close association with Hidden Earth with club members currently
making up more than half of the organising team so it is only natural that the cabin should be
sited here. Hidden Earth will be responsible for all liabilities and costs that arise from the shed.
The second shed is of the prefabricated concrete variety similar to the existing shed. It is to
be a store for digging equipment. Thanks should go to Malc Foyle for acquiring it for the Club.
This shed is to go between the Hidden Earth cabin and the wash-down area. The existing
concrete slab will be extended to provide a permanent base. Once in place a single roof will
be constructed across the digging shed, the wash-down area and the existing shed. Thus
allowing ropes to be washed in the dry even if it is raining - luxury. The existing asbestos
cement roof will be carefully disposed off.

Tuska’s Reliquary
David Morrison
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The Wells Museum/UBSS Cave Cine Archive
Maurice Hewins

In 1933 the University of Bristol Speleological Society made a pioneering film in the Burrington
caves, using large Tilley lamps.  It is evocative stuff, showing helmet less cavers holding flick-
ering candles.  In 1937 the UBSS followed this with a more ambitious epic shot in Lamb Lair
in collaboration with the Wessex.

The war intervened and it was not until 1951 that the next Mendip caving film was made.  The
Axbridge Caving Group filmed in G.B. Cavern using arc-lamps run from a generator on the
surface.  A power cable was run into the cave to give
an amazing amount of light.  Several of the "actors"
experienced arc-eye.  Again the Wessex feature in the
credits.  The following year the Axbridge team made
the first British colour film in Axbridge Ochre Cave.

By the late 50's the Devon Cameraman Tim
Moorland and John Hooper were both making suc-
cessful 16mm films using motorcycle batteries and
headlight bulbs.  John went on to make some classic
films about bats.  He also made a comedy film, "How
to explore a cave", which was recently shown in
Devon.

As film making underground became easier more
cavers had a go using 16mm and 8mm cameras.
Both Denis Warburton and our Farnham Group made
films in Lamb Lair and we also worked in Swildons.
MRO, under Oliver Lloyd made two training films in Swildons in the early 60's.

About 10 years ago, when I made and attempt to track these films down, I was alarmed to
find that some had got lost.  These included much of Denis's footage and the second MRO
film.  However the keepers of most of the others agreed to join a new scheme.  Thus was born
the Wells Museum/UBSS Cave Cine Archive.  The key people were, and still are, Chris
Hawkes(Wells Museum), Tony Boycott, (UBSS Librarian) and myself (helped of course by
Judy).  Chris Hawkes designed the data sheets which are used to record technical details and
name those appearing in the films etc.

By 2004 some 60 items had been tracked
down and transferred to VHS.  Copies are
kept at Wells and by UBSS.  Transfer to digi-
tal is well under way.  It is hoped the original
films will eventually be placed in an appropri-
ate film archive with proper conditions.  Some
including John Hooper's have already been
deposited.

The Wells/UBSS Archive is non-profit making
and copyright can be retained by the owners
if they wish.  So far there is no facility at the
museum for researchers to see the films, but
an application for a grant to buy equipment
has been submitted to BCA.

To give cavers a chance to see examples of
what the archive contains there will be a presentation at Wells Museum on Friday 1st
December at 7-30pm.  An admission charge of 2.50 will be made toward Museum funds.
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The British Caving Association & The British Cave Research Association
The National Caving Conference & Exhibition

HIDDEN EARTH 2006
hidden-earth.org.uk

22-24 September: Leek High School, Staffordshire

Dear Caver

This year we are very pleased to be able to bring Hidden Earth back to the Peak District,
although this time we are just on the edge of the Peak District area.  The School that we have
selected for this Hidden Earth is only a few hundred yards from the end of the Roaches, a
popular climber's venue.  The School offers everything that a "regular" or a "first time" con-
ference delegate could ask for, 3 Lecture rooms, a trade and exhibition area that falls
between the two main lecture rooms, a bar, right next to the trade area and a campsite with-
in metres of the trade area, all in all we have a very compact venue.

Like recent venues, this is very much a 'green-fields' location, and like Buxton, Monmouth and
Churchill is on the edge of a major caving area.

This year activities will start with field/caving trips through Thursday and Friday, Conference
setting-up Friday afternoon-evening and presentation through Saturday and Sunday.

Car parking is available on site (in designated areas) and hopefully next to your tent if you are
camping.

We look forward to seeing you there.

Jon Whiteley and Jerry Wooldridge
for the Conference Organisers                                               
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Upper Pitts Log Book Extracts
Edited by Kathy Williams

12-03-2006  Peak Cavern - Resurgence - Swine Hole
Buxton Water and Master Cave
Clive Westlake & Chris Grosart
CDW showed CSG the delights of Peak Cavern, despite an inch of snow on the ground and
some still falling. Dived in the resurgence through to Swine Hole in good viz.  Then carried kit
to the dive base before Buxton Water sump where the viz was nil.  CSG lost a cylinder boot
whilst scaping through the boulder choke just after the airbell.  De kitted on the far side and
stomped upstream in filthy water, to the inlet from Ink Sump.  Returned through Buxton Water
in foul viz, unable to locate the rebellious boot an walked home from the show cave in the
snow (John Taylor has since found the boot in much better viz.)

21-03-2006 
Swildons Round Trip & Blue Pencil
Fiona, Stuart and Ant
A great evening trip down to Swildons not done Blue Pencil before so it made a nice change
to do it. I really enjoyed it. Visited Sump 4 fun to go there with no kit and no bottles. Back
through Sump 1 and Birthday.

31-03-2006 MOD Section, Tunnel Quarry, Corsham, Wilts
Bob Scammell + 6
3 hour wander around the old underground railstation, munitionons storage areas the lake
under Box Tunnel, underground engine shed (with turn table), Generator Hall and the wartime
canteen with the now quite world famous murals, also cold war areas. Courtesy of my old
employers.

01-04-2006 Noxon Iron Mines
Jon Beal, Mike Thomas, Andy Judd and Geoff B
After a double trip carrying diving kit through the mine to the water, all had pleasant dive with
Mike checking his previous lines ready for continuing with rebreathers in the summer.
A steady exit for all, the only excitement being dropped off a TV sized rock about 20seconds
after Andy crawled out of the enterance. Why is all my kit red now????

01-04-2006  Brownes Folly
Weston Brothers & Dee Weston
Mrs Weston expected us to know where we were at! Silly woman.

04-04-2006 
Bob Scammell and Paula Rich
Restarted the dig in the field next to Crook's Hole dig and Rocket Drop. Quite a bit of water
has run between the boulders over the winter months.
As much as it tried, the bitter cold bighting wind did nothing to enhance the first Bar BQ of the
year in the evening, eaten with numb fingers and stinging ears.

05-04-2006  Wookey Hole
C Westlake, John Taylor and C Grosart
John's first dive in Wookey. Training dive from chamber 3 - 9ii and back. CSG in the mean-
time had lots of fun and games trying to measure and tag the Coases Loop extension line
ready for surveying. The job got done but not without a lot of swearing! . Dat ended with ice-
cream in the afternoon sun.
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06-04-2006 - St Cuthbert's Swallet

Vern Freeman, Christine Grosart, Sean Howe (BEC / SMCC) & Clive Westlake
We went to Canyon Series. Vern showed us to and around this less commonly visited, but
suberb part of the cave. It is excellently decorated and involves some moderately energetic
caving. We took only photographs, but left fewer foot and hand prints because we did some
stal cleaning. We also rescued eight frogs. 5 good hours.

08-04-2006 - Swildon's Hole
Nik Nak and Adrian VdP

Both of us down the streamway through 1,2,3,and 4 to Tumbledown in 5. Fifteen skips of
small polished cobbles and mud removed, where we thought the passage was continuing to
the right, turned out to be a round alcove in the pot we have been digging.
With passage direction looking inconclusive we started digging directly in the front wall of the
pot we've been following down. The gravel became quite soft and loose and was quickly
opened into an arm length airpocket, which due to its angle we counldn't see into. At least ½
metre of floor needs to be removed before we can a good look at it, but seeming it's the first
airspace for at least 5 metres of passage it was welcome site. With time running out we reluc-
tantly headed home, with only a brief respect for Nik Nak playing with migratingleaches in
Sump 3. = 6 hours.

13-04-2006 - GB
Chris Grosart & John Taylor

John's first trip into GB despite being ultra hard Eldon member. CG rigged Ladder dig and
showed him the delights of Bat Passage and Great Chamber. Not a lot of airspace in the crawl
in Ladder dig.

Saturday 08-04-2006 - The Great North Road
Geoff Ballard, Mike Wooding, John Hurst, Graham Candy, Noel Cleeve and Bob Pyke

Following a sensationally wet and exciting DyO "Round Trip", on Saturday 22nd October
2005, Geoff unwisely volunteered to lead a quorom of WGG towards the Far North. In the
meantime he finally visited the Far North himself for the first time, in the company of sundry
of the Wessex ultra hard such as Nik Nak, but to name a few. SunTan, who was also one of
the guilty parties, opined that one visit would suffice for one lifetime. On the rewards / efforts
scale, the Far North barely registered. Geoff, who shared this opinion, nobly disguised his lack
of enthusiasm and dutifully made good his promise to the WGG. We met up in the DyO car
park, as palnned, at 10.00. Noel had filled in an exit time of 18.00 at the SWCC. Graham, who
had taken 7 hours for the trip with the aforementioned Ultra Hards foresaw a slightly longer
trip, but somehow these times remained undiscussed as we changed and got underground
with just 8 hours between us and all sorts of protential embarrassments. The caving up into
the Great North Road is magnificent, as is much of the GNR itself. However, apart from shin-
gle banks and meanders, ther are also lots of roof falls and boulder piules to negociate and
route finding amongst the boulders took time, as did the SRT involved. We plodded happily
until in the course of 5 minutes Mars-bar-break, we looked at the time…. And though oh s**t!
Moments. Time to haul a**e out of there, and plodding was not an option. Route finding and
bouldering were far faster as we returned, so the juntion we decided to go for it and exit via
the lower route. This was definitely the icing on the cake, but by the time we got back to the
show cave they had turned off the streetlights and locked the doors.
Needless to say, Geoff had the exit keys, so we reached daylight in a vicious blizzard of sleet
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and hail. At 18.15. Ahem.Er. Luckily, back at the SWCC nobody had even noticed our exit time
chit, so we need not have worried except that we now time critical for our 19.00 table book-
ing at the Abercrave Arms, where they certainly would notice. We made it on time. Caving with
the WGG offers a lot of such additional excitements. Huge tahnks to Geoff for putting up with
this farrago of professionalism. 
Noel

14-04-2006  - Shatter Cave
Phil Hendy

Party of 5 CPC was including Tom Therifom, 2 beer fairies, Mr and Mrs Eeyore. Standard trip
in to Pillar Chamber, via the ring road after z squeeze. Lots of oohs and aahs, pity no one took
a camera. Beer fairies led out.
Ric Halliwell took Tony and Rowan into W/L Cave and Shatter as far as Diesel Chamber then
led Eeyore and JD into Withyhill Cave.

September 2005 & February 2006 - Mendip Geology
Nigel Graham

Just because I've not been at Upper Pits much lately doesn't mean I've not been on Mendip
Tedbury Camp  & Vallis Vale - walked up Mells Paul Cave that I was able to identify for later
report as Spleen work Shelter (exposed fossils of Lithostrohian coral, extinct by Peruian.)
Rock slides nearly on very steep N dip. On up to Tedbury Camp, & then to the "de la Beche
Vucomformity" (same formation, of horizontal Jurassic Limestone on the planed
Carboniferoas.)

February trip to see the exposed Triassic freccias and conglomerate on S flank of Mendip and
in Burrington Coombe then to disturb security at quarry near Wells - where the unconformity
is well shown at the gate. Finally - Nyland Hill (by arrangement as 1st exposure, all
Carboniferoas L.S., is in a garden and theres no footpath on the top of this fine viewpoint.

1st trip: Dorset Geologist's association Group
2nd trip: Open University Geological Society (as I was guest from DGAG)

15-04-2006 - Swildon's
Dan Hendy

As a rehersal for the 16th (Easter Sunday). The Vanderplanks, my dad (Phil Hendy) and I took
a trip to Sump 1. I had only been to the top of the 20' beforehand but rising to the challenge
I decended with relative ease. Once at the Sump, I decided to follow Adrian through, unfortu-
nately I became wedged halfway so decided to fantically panic and wriggle backwards but
there will be a next time (hopfully more sucessful.)
We met 5 parties of mixed ability whilst underground so through the 20 and rattled my way to
the enterance for warmth only to find a warm sunny spell to take advantage of. All in all the
trip was a welcome change and in just under 2 hours, which I though was good going and
can't wait to go round 2 against Sump 1 again, bring it on.
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Club Diary

Sept 22-24th Hidden Earth 2006

October 21st Club AGM and Dinner
October 28-30th Irish Symposium
November 4/5th Aubrey Newport’s 60th Birthday Barrel- All members welcome

For the latest diary details please visit the club website. www.wessex-cave-club.org

For further details on any club meets contact Dave Meredith: melndave26@hotmail.com

The Pink and Fluffy team wishing the sun would come out!


